
"Bad News" &
"The Fiend of
Washington

These two chapters circle back to focus on Joey ("Bad News") and Walter ("The Fiend of
Washington") Berglund and what is happening to them in the 2004 narrative, but they
also offer some background on the Berglund family's paternal lineage and Walter's
childhood/"coming-of-age" story. A case could be made that "Bad News" gives us a sort
of "coming-of-age" narrative for Joey as well. 

Thinking back to the lesson on "Coming of Age" stories earlier in the semester, what
characteristics did you see in these chapters that fit the "coming of age" theme?  

Lesson 12: Freedom (Part 6) 

Joey & Walter Berglund 

"Bad News "
The chapter opens about 2 years after we last followed
Joey's story--he is now a married man about to take a
horseback riding trip in South America with the newly-
single Jenna (who invited Joey last minute after her
mother broke her leg skiing). 

"The document that he and Connie had signed in
August was seeming more like a suicide pact than a
marriage certificate" (410)

Much of this chapter focuses on Joey's exploration of what it means to be 'in love' or
'in a relationship/married', with multiple allusions to being 'free of Connie' or and
Jenna being 'bad news'. His has advanced his relationship with both women over the
last two years, but "Bad News" brings us to what seems like Joey's crossroad where
he must choose. 

Then there's the whole "swallowing the wedding ring" fiasco and the ensuing
revelations.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER: 
Can you interpret potential meaning behind Franzen having Joey's character
swallow the wedding ring (and how he retrieved it? see page 458-459). 
What do you think each of these women represent--both to Joey AND to the
reader? Are either of them caricatures of a "type" of person that exists in our
culture/reality? 

BIGGER QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER: 
Reflecting on some of the large-scale concepts about freedom and personal
liberties in the novel, how do these concepts relate to our personal
lives/relationships? 
Should we be able to sleep with whomever we want? What if we're married?
Is a family "a democracy or a benevolent dictatorship" (9)?
If we believe we have the freedom to do whatever we want, how should we
respond when things don't turn out as planned? How do we respond?

Historical Fiction 
In addition to internal struggles Joey faces in figuring out how to succeed in his
romantic endeavors, he is also struggling in his quest to be successful in business. Joey
has decided to identify as Republican--not only to further separate himself from
Walter, but because they seem (in his naïve eyes), less elitist than the Democrats. He
also saw more opportunity to make money in the conservative-run sectors like oil,
gasoline, and the military industrial complex and companies like LBI (the highly-
lucrative Dept. of Defense project that BOTH Walter and Joey got wrapped up in). 

The tragic goose-chase Joey goes on in South America attempting to find truck parts
for LBI are disastrous, and he is pressured to ship defective parts to fulfill his contract,
causing him a crisis of conscience (which ultimately leads him to call Walter for
advice)thinking about supplying American Troops with unfit vehicles. 

We get A LOT of background info in the chapter about LBI, about the Iraq War, about
Weapons of Mass Destructions (WMDs), and about the politics surrounding all these
things. Early on in the chapter, we learn that Joey's summer job at Jonathan and
Jenna's dad's think tank had been "researching ways in which LBI might commercially
exploit an American invasion and takeover of Iraq, and then writing up these
commercial possibilities as arguments for invading" (412).

Franzen inserts a ton of history in this chapter, and in doing so he also makes time to
talk about the concept of freedom outside the U.S. (revisiting the idea of "bringing
freedom to the Iraqi people" as had come up during Thanksgiving Dinner at Jonathan's
house. 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER: 
What do you think Franzen wants to convey about politics, capitalism, and American
Freedom in this chapter? 
Why do you think Franzen has Walter and Joey both working for LBI? What does it
say about the characters AND what does it say about the company? 
Do you see any similarities between the younger generation characters (Joey,
Connie, Jenna, Jonathan, Jessica) and the older characters (Patty, Walter, Richard,
Carol, etc.)? Why is this worth noting/what message or meaning might it reveal?

"Jenna was bad news...what excited him was
wondering iI he might become bad enough news

himself to get her" (411)

Repeated Words & Images  

CLOSE READING

Throughout the chapter there are many words and
images that repeat...creating potential for symbolism
and nuanced meaning. Did you find any others?

Ring
Betrayal
Bad/Bad news
Sick/sickness
Doors
Freedom/Free
WMDs
Depression/Suicide/Death

"The Fiend of Washington"
In this chapter, Franzen gives us the history of the
Berglund family going back to Walter's paternal 
grandfather Einar--a Swedish immigrant who came to
America in his early youth after a disagreement with his
mother.  It then chronicles Walter's childhood, and
goes into more detail about his fractured relationship
with his parents (Gene and Dorothy)--which we heard
about in Patty's autobiography--and his brothers (Brent
and Mitch). 

We then return to 2004, in the moments after Walter
reads Patty's Autobiography that Richard left on his
desk, and the weeks that follow where he begins to
unravel...and ultimately reach the climax of the novel. 

Back to 2004

This is the beginning of Walter's unraveling...

We know from "Enough Already" that Patty will end up on Richard's doorstep, but we
get the scene of how she gets there. Patty leaves, Walter cries, Walter and Lalitha have
sex, Walter Cries...I'll spare you the details. Walter thinks about LBI, thinks about Joey,
thinks about Nameless Lake--there is a lot of reflection happening here. 

We then get the infamous New York Times article, Walter calls Vin Haven (who invites
him to the opening of the LBI facility), Walter calls Joey, Walter calls Jessica, Joey tells
Walter he has decided to give away all the money he made from selling the rusty truck
parts (HOORAY for morality!), Walter finds out Patty is living with Richard. 

Unravelling continues. 

I'm going to spare you more summary and move onto the questions now: 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER: 
REPEAT QUESTION: What do you think Franzen wants to convey about politics,
capitalism, and American Freedom in this chapter? 
REPEAT QUESTION:Do you see any similarities between the younger generation
characters (Joey, Connie, Jenna, Jonathan, Jessica) and the older characters (Patty,
Walter, Richard, Carol, etc.)? Why is this worth noting/what message or meaning
might it reveal?
On his way to the LBI opening, Walter says he's "tired of being Mr. Good" and wants
to being "Mr. Bad" (511)---Who does this remind you of? How does it tie into the
chapter title?
How did you feel about Walter's "cancer on the planet" tirade at the LBI opening? Do
you think it could be tied to Joey?  Is this Franzen's social commentary being
channelled through a character or is it meant to be satirical? 
When Walter goes to find his brother Mitch, he is surprised at how his life ended up,
yet Mitch thinks of himself as a "free man"--do you think this is true? Is Mitch more
free than the other characters in this book? 

The beginning of this chapter is all about backstory. We meet Walter's grandfather,
Einar Berglund, who comes to America from Sweden, and settles in Minnesota. Einar
is obsessed with the idea of "American freedom", and that through hard work anyone
can get ahead (also known as...you guessed it!...The American Dream).

But Einar doesn't get ahead. He works menial jobs for very little money before
becoming "attracted to the Communist notion that his labor was being exploited by
East Coast capitalists" before getting the idea to "exploit some labor himself" (472).  So
he starts a road-building company, and opens a small general store (which immediately
starts losing money). Just before he's about to sell the store,  a former friend opens up
a rival store across the street--remember that chapter about Free Markets fostering
competition?...here it is! . Intent on defeating this scummy backstabber, he holds onto
the store and goes deep into debt.

Einar's failure to achieve 'The America Dream' makes him bitter, and he ends up hating
both Sweden and America equally. The bitterness turns to rage which ultimately led to
the car crash that killed both him and his wife (MORE FORESHADOWING!)

The flashback continues with Walter's childhood, his inability to fit in with the rest of his
family (sound familiar?), and some of the abuse he suffered from his alcoholic father.
We learn about the origins of Nameless Lake, and its importance in fostering Walter's
love of nature (birds especially) and the betrayal he felt when his parents allowed Mitch
to take over the cabin.

QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT:

Does history repeat itself throughout Walter’s ancestry, with his Swedish
grandfather, Einar, who built roads, loathed communism and slow drivers, and was
cruel to his wife; his father, Gene, a war hero with fantasies of success in the motel
business; and his mother, Dorothy, whose cosmopolitan family was Walter’s
salvation? What do all the characters in the novel want from their parents? How do
their relationships with their parents affect their relationships with lovers?
What does the story of Walter's ancestors teach us about family dynamics?  What
does it teach us about Walter and Joey?
There is definitely some subtext about classism and American Identity here...what is
your interpretation of these things?
What do you think was so pivotal about the scene where Mitch takes over Nameless
Lake? 
Is there a quote/passage/moment that stood out here as important or revealing? 

THE FLASHBACK

Foreshadowing 

CLOSE READING

The name of this chapter is a reference to The
Fiend of Athens, a  movie that Walter and Patty
saw when they began dating.

After you have read this chapter, take a
few minutes to go back and reread the scene in
"Mistakes were Made" on pages 102 - 105 and
look for moments of connection.

What do you now see that perhaps Franzen
foreshadowed earlier in the novel? 
What does Walter's story have in common
with the narrative of the movie? 

Repeated Words & Images 

Throughout the chapter there are many words and
images that repeat...creating potential for symbolism
and nuanced meaning. Did you find any others?

America 
Capitalism
Rage/Anger
BIRDS (SO.MANY.BIRDS)
Freedom/Free
Flight
Good/Bad
Man vs. Nature 
War vs. Peace
Sex/procreation/family (birds too!) 

FOR NEXT WEEK: FINISH THE BOOK!

Like I said earlier, "The Fiend of Washington" is the climax of the book and there are
MANY passages worth exploring. One of the most interesting is the death of Lalitha. .

She doesn’t die because it’s convenient for the plot or because Franzen is a sadistic
bastard. She dies for, well, any one of a variety of reasons in addition to the careless
driving habits Franzen established as a part of her character a hundred pages ago. He
lists five possibilities – they’re on page 532 of the paperback – the final pointing to the
possibility of it being a hate crime. 

What are your thoughts on this choice? 


